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It is well known that the real robustness margin can be discontinuous, while the
complex robustness margin is always continuous relative to problem data. Using
some concepts from set-valued analysis, continuity of m can be viewed as structural
stability of the neutral stability region. From this point of view, the crucial issue is
whether 0 q j0 is a critical value of the return difference map. This paper shows
that the discrepancy between real and complex cases is due to the additional
holomorphic property of the Nyquist return difference mapping of the complex
m-function. The critical points of the Nyquist map in the complex case are at most
finite in number; in contrast, the critical points of the Nyquist map of the real
smooth case form, generically, a curve. Furthermore and more importantly, in the
complex case, even when 0 q j0 is critical, the stability crossover is continuously
deformed under the variation of ``certain'' parameters, while in the real case, the
crossover could sustain a catastrophic change. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The main motivation for studying the real versus complex robustness
margin problem is that when we model the uncertainties of a given system
by real instead of complex parameters, the resulting robustness margin is
so different. It is well known that the real robustness margin can be
discontinuous in the problem data, while the complex robustness margin is
w xalways continuous 10, 20 . It has been shown that singularity theory is
w xuseful for understanding this discontinuity phenomenon 13, 14 . More
specifically, the central issue is whether the origin of the complex plane is
a critical value of the return difference Nyquist map.
*Companion paper to Complex-Analytic Theory of the m-Function in J. Math. Anal. 237
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The discontinuity of the real robustness margin casts some doubt on the
reliability of the real robustness margin in the realm of real-world prob-
lems, where not a single parameter can be deemed to be absolutely
``certain.'' On the other hand, the complex robustness margin, much more
reliable because of its good continuity properties, is challenged for being
too conservative.
The goal of this paper is to use differential topological methods to give
an explanation of the real versus complex robustness margin continuity
w xissue 7, 15, 16 . The key issue is that the Nyquist return difference maps of
the real smooth and complex holomorphic cases have different singularity
theories.
2. NYQUIST MAP
We need to formulate the robustness margin problem within a frame-
work amenable to singularity analysis.
Ž . w xDEFINITION 1 Nyquist Map . The Nyquist map is defined as 11
f : D = Cq “ Ce
d , s ‹ det I q L d, sŽ . Ž .Ž .
n Žwhere D is the space of disturbance parameters that is either C complex
. m Ž . n m Ž . qcase , R real case , or C = R mixed case . C is the right half-planee
 4including a strip containing the imaginary axis, viz., s: R s ) ye , e ) 0 .
The map L: D = Cq “ C l= l, usually referred to as a loop transfer func-e
Ž .tion, is holomorphic in s and is either holomorphic in d complex case ,
Ž . Ž .smooth in d real case , or analytic in d mixed case .
Define
def
5 5 < <d s max d , 4‘ i
i
< <where d denotes, for a real disturbance parameter, the absolute value ofi
d and, for a complex disturbance parameter, the modulus of d . Definei i
the unit disturbance parameter space
< <D s d g D: d F 1, ; i , 4i
along with its amplified version,
< <kD s d g D: d F k , ; i . 4i
n m n mŽ . w x Ž . w xClearly, D s D complex case , y1, 1 real case , or D = y1, q1
Ž .mixed case . The complex, real, or mixed stability margin, or the complex,
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real, or mixed m is defined as follows:
1
q5 5k s s inf d : f d, s s 0 q j0, s g C 1Ž . Ž . 4‘M 0m
qs inf k : f kD , s 2 0 q j0, s g C 2Ž . Ž . 40
y1 q5 5s inf d : d , s g f 0 q j0 , s g C 3Ž . Ž . Ž . 4‘ 0
q y1s inf k : kD = C l f 0 q j0 / B . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . 40
Ž . Ž .Since s ‹ f d, s is a holomorphic function, if we define f d sv
Ž .f d, jv , the stability margin or m can be computed at fixed frequency,
1
5 5k jv s s inf d : f d s 0 q j0 5 4Ž . Ž . Ž .‘M vm jvŽ .
s inf k : f kD 2 0 q j0 6Ž . Ž . 4v
5 5 y1s inf d : d g f 0 q j0 7Ž . Ž . 4‘ v
y1s inf k : kD l f 0 q j0 / B , 8Ž . Ž . Ž . 4v
Ž w x.and a frequency sweep yields see 17
k s inf k jv .Ž .M M
v
Ž . Ž .The above formulations}in particular, 6 and 7 }reveal two funda-
Žmentally different set-valued mappings. In the fixed-frequency case for
. Ž . Ž .simplicity , 6 and 7 involve, respectively, the following set-valued map-
pings:
k , v ‹ f kD 9Ž . Ž . Ž .v
v ‹ fy1 0 q j0 . 10Ž . Ž .v
Ž .These set-valued mappings reveal a fundamental difference between 6
Ž . Ž .and 7 as far as continuity is concerned. Indeed, for formulation 6 , it
Ž .turns out that the mapping 9 is continuous and that the potential for
Ž . Ž .discontinuity of k jv comes from the infimum operation in 6 . InM
Ž . Ž .contrast, for formulation 7 , the mapping 10 need not be continuous;
Ž .however, if it is, then the infimum operation in 7 results in a continuous
robustness margin. The proofs of these facts are basically the same as for
w xthe complex case and are not reproduced here; see 17 for details.
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3. SINGULARITY AND GENERICITY
In this section we develop the singularity analysis of the Nyquist map
Ž .defined over the full space D or an open subset of it as a necessary
Ž .background to 7 . The same singularity concepts also allow us to define a
``generic'' problem.
3.1. Complex, Holomorphic Singularity
Ž .DEFINITION 2 Holomorphic . Let Z be a complex analytic manifold
charted with local coordinates z s x q jy , k s 1, . . . , n, and supposek k k
that f : Z “ C is a continuously differentiable function. Then f is calledv v
holomorphic if
› f 1 › f › fv v vs q j s 0, k s 1, . . . , n , 11Ž .ž /› z 2 › x › yk k k
at each point of each chart of Z. The above is equivalent to the
Cauchy]Riemann conditions for all complex variables,
› R f › I fv vs
› x › yk k
› I f › R fv vs y , k s 1, . . . , n.
› x › yk k
It can be shown that a function of many complex variables is holomor-
phic iff it is holomorphic relative to every single variable. From this
theorem, it is easy to see that f with multiaffine complex uncertainties isv
holomorphic.
Ž . UDEFINITION 3 Critical Point . A critical point z of a holomorphic
map f : Z “ C defined over a complex analytic manifold Z is a pointv
where the induced map defined over the holomorphic tangent space H U Z,z
d U f : H U Z “ C,z v z
Ž . w xU Uis not surjective, that is, dim d f H Z - 1; see 19 .C z v z
Using local coordinates to chart the complex analytic manifold Z yields a
more intuitive definition:
Ž .DEFINITION 4 Critical Point . A critical point of the mapping f :v
Z “ C is a point where the holomorphic partial derivatives with respect to
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all variables vanish,
› f 1 › f › fv v vs y j s 0 k s 1, . . . , n ,ž /› z 2 › x › yk k k
or equivalently, the rank over the ground field C, of the Jacobian repre-
sentation of d U f ,z v
› f › f › fv v vh ???UJ f s ,z v › z › z › zž /1 2 n
is - 1.
Remark 1. Clearly the number of complex constraints for a holomor-
phic critical point is equal to the number of complex variables.
The relevance of the above definition is the following: If z is a regular
crossover point, choose one variable z such that › f r› z / 0, apply thei v i
Ž .complex implicit function theorem, and obtain z s g z , k / i . Geomet-i k
rically, this means that the crossover is locally a parameterized complex
analytic set.
Ž .THEOREM 1 Sard, Complex . If f : Z “ C is a holomorphic map be-
tween the complex-analytic manifolds Z and C, the set of critical ¤alues has
zero measure in C.
Proof. The fastest way to dispose of this result is to rewrite the map in
terms of the underlying real variables and use the result of the Appendix.
Clearly, the set of points at which the holomorphic Jacobian drops coin-
cides with the set of points at which the analytic Jacobian drops. There-
fore, the set of critical values of the holomorphic map coincides with the
set of critical values of the ``realized'' analytic map. Since the latter has
zero Lebesgue measure by the classical Sard theorem, so has the former.
Q.E.D.
The holomorphic singularity set is given by the simultaneous solutions to
› f r› z s 0, ; i. Using only a single constraint yieldsv i
› fvnV s z g C : s 0 .i ½ 5› zi
w xV is called a complex-analytic ¤ariety 21 .i
DEFINITION 5. The problem of computing the singularity set is said to
be generic, or the V 's are said to be in general position, or to intersecti
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transversally iff
› 2 fv
rank s n ,C ž /› z › z Ui j z
where the matrix of partial derivatives is evaluated at an arbitrary critical
U Žpoint z . The case where FV s B, that is, where f has no criticali v
w x .points, is defined to be generic; see Guillemin and Pollack 9, p. 67 .
To justify the statement that a matrix of second-order derivatives of full
rank is the generic case, we need the following theorem:
THEOREM 2. The set
f : C n “ C: f is holomorphic, and if f has critical points zU ,v v v½
› 2 fv
rank s nC 5ž /› z › z Ui j z
is e¤erywhere dense in the set of holomorphic functions: C n “ C.
Ž w x.Proof. This is the complex Morse approximation lemma see 17 .
Q.E.D.
Now, we can state the following:
THEOREM 3. In the generic case, the singularity set consists of at most
isolated points.
w xProof. See 17 . Q.E.D.
3.2. Real, Smooth Singularity
Ž .DEFINITION 6 CriticalrRegular Point, CriticalrRegular Value . A crit-
ical point qU of a smooth map f defined over a smooth manifold Q is av
real point where the induced map
d U f : T U Q “ R2q v q
Ž .U Uis not surjective, that is, dim d f T Q - 2. A point in the domain thatR q v q
is not a critical point is a regular point. A critical ¤alue is the value of the
Ž U .map, f q , at a critical point. A point in the range that is not a criticalv
value is called a regular ¤alue.
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Remark 2. From Definition 6, if a regular point and a critical point are
mapped to the same image point, this image is called a critical ¤alue, not a
regular value.
Using local coordinates yields a more intuitive definition.
Ž . UDEFINITION 7 Critical Point . A critical point q of a smooth map fv
defined over a smooth manifold is a point where the rank, over the ground
field R, of the Jacobian representation of d U f ,q v
› R f › R f › R fv v v
???
› q › q › q1 2 ms
UJ f s , 12Ž .q v › I f › I f › I fv v v
??? 0
› q › q › q1 2 m
is - 2.
The rank of the Jacobian may drop to either 1 or 0. This motivates the
following:
Ž .DEFINITION 8 Thom-Boardman . Define
S s qU g Q: rank J s qU s i i s 0, 1 . 4Ž . Ž .i
w xThe S 's are called Thom-Boardman singularity sets 11 .i
Remark 3. From Definition 6, the constraints of the smooth critical
points are
› R f › I f › I f › R fv v v vy s 0
› q › q › q › q1 2 1 2
› R f › I f › I f › R fv v v vy s 0
› q › q › q › q1 3 1 3
...
› R f › I f › I f › R fv v v vy s 0.
› q › q › q › q1 m 1 m
Therefore, the number of real constraints for a smooth critical point in the
case of m real uncertainties is equal to the number of real variables minus
Ž . w xone m y 1 14 .
The relevance of the above definitions is the following: If q is a regular
crossover point, we can choose two variables q , q corresponding to ai j
nonsingular sub-Jacobian and replace the implicit equation f s 0 by thev
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explicit equation
qi s g q : h / i , jŽ .hqž /j
in a neighborhood of the regular point. Geometrically the above means
that the crossover is a smooth parameterized set.
Ž . 2THEOREM 4 Sard's Theorem . If f : Q “ R is a smooth map betweenv
smooth manifolds, the set of critical ¤alues has zero Lebesgue measure.
Ž w x.Proof. This is a most classical result see 6 . Q.E.D.
ŽIn the case where the critical point set is a curve which is the generic
.case , the critical value set is a network of curves in C, which obviously has
zero Lebesgue measure.
We develop for smooth genericity an approach that follows quite closely
holomorphic genericity. Define the one-parameter family of functions
f : R m “ Ru
q ‹ cos u R f q q sin u I f q .Ž . Ž .v v
Clearly, f s p ( f , where p : C “ R is the x-coordinate of the orthogo-u u u
 ju 4nal projection of a complex point on the line xe : x g R with argument
u . Besides the intuitive geometrical interpretation of looking at the tem-
plate at an angle u , the usefulness of this formulation can be seen from
› R f › R f
???
› q › q› f › f 1 mu u
??? s cos u sin u .Ž .ž / › I f › I f› q › q1 m ??? 0
› q › q1 m
Clearly, a real smooth critical point is a point where
› f › fu u
??? s 0ž /› q › q1 m
for some u . The analogy with the holomorphic case should be obvious.
Consider the algebraic set
› fumV u s q g R : s 0 .Ž .i ½ 5› qi
U Ž .  U Ž .4 Ž .Write an arbitrary critical point of f as q u . Clearly, q u s F V u .u i i
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DEFINITION 9. The problem of computing the singularity set of f isu
Ž .said to be generic, or the V u are said to be in general position, or toi
intersect transversally iff
› 2 fu
rank s mR ž /› q › q Ui j Ž .q u
U Ž .for every critical point q u of f .u
The above definition can be justified by the following theorem:
THEOREM 5. The set
f : R m “ R: f is smooth and, if f has critical points,u u½
› 2 fu
rank s mR 5ž /› q › q Ui j Ž .q u
is e¤erywhere dense in the set of smooth functions R m “ R.
Proof. This is the famous Morse approximation lemma. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 6. In the generic case, the singularity set of f consists of atu
most isolated points.
Ž w x.Proof. Same as for the complex case see 17 . Q.E.D.
w .It remains to investigate what is happening when u sweeps 0, 2p . If
Ž 2 . Urank › f r› q › q s m, then by the implicit function theorem,R u i j q Žu .0
U Ž .q u is differentiable as a function of u in a neighborhood of u . Clearly,0
U Ž . U Ž .if q u is a differentiable function of u , q u generates a curve as u
runs between 0 and 2p .
The extra twist in the real case is that we have to secure the genericity
of f for all u 's, or at least attempt to come close to this situation.u
0 THEOREM 7. An arbitrary small C deformation of the path f : u gu
w .4 ‘Ž .0, 2p in C Q, R can make it generic, except for a finite number of u 's at
Ž 2 . Uwhich the rank of › f r› q › q is deficient.u i j q Žu .
w xProof. See Cerf 3 . Q.E.D.
w xIt is shown in Cerf 3 that, around those finitely many u 's, the singular-
w x Žity set is still a curve, but that it has singularities. It is shown in 11 see
w x. Ž U Ž ..also 12 that plotting the critical values f q u allows for visualizationu
of the singularities in the sense that they manifest themselves as ``cross-
ings,'' ``births,'' and ``deaths.''
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COROLLARY 8. When the set of critical points of f is a cur¤e, the set ofv
critical ¤alues is a cur¤e.
Proof. Because the map is differentiable, a critical curve is mapped to a
set at most one-dimensional. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 9. Unless the domain of uncertainty is reduced to finitely
many points, the set of the critical points of f with real uncertainties cannotv
be a finite set of points.
Proof. There are m y 1 constraints among m variables, so that even
when some constraints are dependent there are not enough such con-
straints to specify a point. Q.E.D.
3.3. Mixed RealrComplex Case
We develop a mathematical formulation for mixed realrcomplex singu-
larity analysis. We assume that f is defined over Z = Q, where Z is anv
open neighborhood of 0 in C n and Q is an open neighborhood of 0 in R m,
f : Z = Q “ C.v
Since the holomorphic theory and the smooth theory of functions do not
mix, we have to assume that the loop matrix is real analytic in the real
perturbation variables, in addition to being complex holomorphic in the
complex perturbation variables, viz.,
f z , . . . , z , q , . . . , qŽ .v 1 n 1 m
s Ý‘ Ý c z k1 ??? z k n q l1 ??? qlm .ks0 k q ? ? ? qk ql q ? ? ? ql sk k ? ? ? k l ? ? ? l 1 n 1 m1 n 1 m 1 n 1 m
ŽTo develop a singularity theory for f , we ``realize'' the problem as seev
.Appendices
F x , y , . . . , x , y , q , . . . , qŽ .v 1 1 n n 1 m
R f x q jy , . . . , x q jy , q , . . . , qŽ .v 1 1 n n 1 ms .ž /I f x q jy , . . . , x q jy , q , . . . , qŽ .v 1 1 n n 1 m
The mixed Jacobian is defined as
› R F › R F › R F › R Fv v v v
??? ???
› x › y › q › q1 n 1 m
mJ f s .v › I f › I F › I F › I Fv v v v
??? ???
› x › y › q › q 01 n 1 m^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
rh raJ J
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Because of the Cauchy]Riemann conditions relative to the x, y variables,
the rank of J r h is either 2 or 0 at isolated points. On the other hand, the
rank of J r a could be 2, is 1 along some curves, and 0 at some points. It
follows that the rank of J m could be anywhere between 0 and 2.
To define a ``singular point'' for the mixed case, observe that, whenever
Ž m.rank J - 2, there is no obvious way to parameterize the set f s 0. Thisv
motivates the following definition:
Ž U U U .DEFINITION 10. A critical point of the mixed case is a point x , y , q
where
rank J mU U U f - 2.Ž x , y , q . v
3.4. Examples
The following examples are numerically simple yet conceptually nontriv-
ial. They show the fundamental differences between the real and complex
robustness margin problems from the differential topological point of view.
Ž .EXAMPLE 1 One uncertainty .
f s ad q b , where a, b g C.v
Ž .1. Real uncertainty If the uncertainty d is modeled as a real
parameter q, the Jacobian map
R a 2: R “ Rž /I a
is not onto and any point q is critical. The set of critical points is the real
line. The set of critical values is a line in C and hence is of zero measure
Ž .Sard's theorem .
Ž .2. Complex uncertainty If the uncertainty d is modeled as a
complex parameter z, there are no critical points. This can be shown from
f s az q b.v
The critical point constraint is
› fv s a s 0.
› z
Unless f is a constant map, there are no critical points.v
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Ž .EXAMPLE 2 Two uncertainties .
f s ad d q bd q cd q d, where a, b , c, d g C.v 1 2 1 2
Ž .1. Real uncertainty If the uncertainties are modeled as real param-
Žeters, generically, the set of critical points is a line, viz., q R bI a y1
. Ž . Ž .I bR a q q IcR a y I aRc q R bIc y RcI b s 0. But it could also2
w xbe empty or the whole uncertainty space 14, 15 .
Ž .2. Complex uncertainty If the uncertainties are modeled as com-
w xplex parameters, as earlier discussion has indicated 16, Theorem 16 , there
c bŽ .is only one critical point, viz., z s y , z s .1 2a a
Ž .3. Mixed uncertainty If the uncertainties are modeled as one real
parameter d s q and one complex parameter d s z , there are no1 1 2 2
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .critical points unless R a Ic s I a Rc . This can be shown as follows:
Let
f s aq z q bq q cz q d , where a, b , c, d g Cv 1 2 1 2
f s R a q jI a q x q jy q R b q jI b qŽ . Ž . Ž .v 1 2 2 1
q Rc q jIc x q jy q R d q jI d .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
The critical point constraint of this map is
R a Ic s I a Rc .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
4. SINGULARITY OVER STRATIFIED UNCERTAINTY SPACE
Ž . Ž .Formulation 6 , 8 of the m problem involves a map defined over a
closed set kD. Classical singularity theory as summarized in the preceding
section deals with a map defined over a manifold, which is open by
definition. Here, since the map is defined over the closed set kD, which is
not a manifold, some extension of singularity theory is warranted. The idea
is to decompose kD as the disjoint union of manifolds and do a singularity
analysis over each manifold.
4.1. Complex, Holomorphic Case
The closed unit disk can be decomposed into manifolds as follows:
nŽ .D s D j T. More generally, by expanding D j T , it is easily found that
the closed polydisk can be decomposed as follows:
nD s D Ý ,J : 1 , 2, . . . , n4 J
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where
n < < < <  4Ý s z g D : z s 1 for j g J and z - 1 for k g 1, . . . , n _ J .½ 5J j k
Ž .Clearly, the Ý 's are real manifolds and the union is disjoint. Further-J
more, the Ý 's are partially ordered byJ
Ý U Ý m J : KK J
Ý U Ý « Ý :Ý .K J K J
The Ý 's are called strata and the decomposition is called stratification.J
nObserve that D is not a complex analytic manifold and therefore the
strata cannot all be expected to be complex analytic manifolds. Thus, in
< naddition to critical points of f D of holomorphic type, there are addi-
<tional critical points of the ``realization'' of f Ý , and these critical pointsJ
are of real analytic type.
4.2. Real, Smooth Case
Ž .The Horowitz template approach to computing the real k jv revealsM
the importance of the critical value curves; indeed, those curves are the
first boundary elements of the template to intercept 0 q j0 as k increases.
Ž w x.mThe problem with such a stratified space as k y1, q1 is that the curve
that intercepts 0 q j0 might be critical for the restriction of the Nyquist
map to an open face of the cube. When working with such a space as
Ž w x.mk y1, q1 }which is not a manifold}it is convenient to decompose it
as the disjoint union of manifolds. Indeed, for the unit cube, by expanding
w xm ŽŽ .  .  4.my1, q1 s y1, q1 j y1 j q1 , it is easily seen that
m sw xy1, q1 s D Ý ,J , s J
where
 4J : 1, . . . , m
 4s : J “ "1
ms < <w xÝ s q g y1, q1 : q s s j , q - 1,Ž .½J j k
 4; j g J , ;k g 1, . . . , m _ J ,5
 4  4and the union is over all subsets J of 1, . . . , m , including B and 1, . . . , m ,
and all sequences s 's of "1's of appropriate sizes. For example, Ý is theB
open cube, Ýs is a vertex, Ýs with aJ s 1 is a face, Ýs with1, . . . , m4 J J
aJ s m y 1 is an edge, etc. It should also be clear that all Ýs 's areJ
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manifolds and that the union is disjoint. Furthermore, the Ýs 's areJ
partially ordered by
Ýt U Ýs m J : K , s j s t j , ; j g JŽ . Ž .K J
and
t s t sÝ U Ý « Ý :Ý .K J K J
The Ýs 's are called strata. The decomposition is called stratification.J
The singularity analysis of a map defined over such a stratified space is
done one stratum at a time; that is, the usual singularity analysis is done
< s sfor the map f Ý . It follows that the stratum Ý has critical curves thatJ J
t t stransit to the lower stratum Ý along Ý l Ý .K K J
4.3. Mixed Case
The decomposition in the mixed case is found by expanding
mm nn w x  4  4D = y1, q1 s D j T = y1, q1 j y1 j q1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .
The details are left out.
5. REAL VERSUS COMPLEX BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR
5.1. Complex Case
A result specific for complex geometry is the following:
THEOREM 10. Let f : Z “ C be a holomorphic map defined o¤er anv
n n nŽ . Ž . ŽŽ . .open domain of C containing the polydisk kD . Let H k s f kDv v
be the Horowitz template. Then H is open. Consequently,v
ny1f › H : › kD ,Ž . Ž .v v
and furthermore
ny1f › H : k› DŽ . Ž .v v
w xProof. See 17 . Q.E.D.
The above result is typical of a holomorphic problem. It does not, in
general, hold in the real case.
5.2. Real Case
Actually the real version interpretation of the above is by far more
complicated.
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THEOREM 1.1. Let f : Q “ R2 be a smooth map defined o¤er an openv
domain of R m containing the cube,
m w xkD s Ł k y1, q1 .is1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let H k s f kD . Then H k need not be open. Furthermore,v v v
fy1 › H k : S,Ž .Ž .v v
where S is the singularity set of f , ¤iz.,v
<S s D q g Q: rank J f Ý - 2 , 4Ž .Ý q
where the union is extended o¤er all strata Ý of the stratification of the cube.
w xProof. See 14 . Q.E.D.
Ž .Observe that regardless of whether the map f is multiaffine! thev
edges and the vertices are always critical.
Surprisingly, the complex analytic theory does not allow us to narrow
y1Ž . Ž .ndown f › H more accurately than within › kD . Quite on the con-v v
trary, the real case}even though it does not have the nice boundary
behavior of the complex case}nevertheless allows us to characterize the
Žpreimage of the boundary of the template as a critical curve. Thanks to
.Prof. Kharitonov for drawing our attention to this discrepancy. To obtain
such a characterization for the complex case, we have to consider the
induced real analytic map,
n n 2<f kT : kT “ R .Ž . Ž .v
Since this map is not subject to the Cauchy]Riemann conditions, it yields
Ž .ncritical curves embedded in kT , one of which is the preimage of the
boundary of the template.
6. OPTIMALITY
We develop a generic approach that applies to either the complex, the
real, or the mixed case. Let p denote a point of contact between the
y1Ž .algebraic variety f 0 q j0 and the stratified object kD; to be specific,
y1p g f 0 q j0 l kD / B.Ž .
The problem is to identify the specific properties of the optimal point of
contact, viz.,
y1p g f 0 q j0 l k D .Ž . Ž .M
The fundamental fact is a nontransversality condition:
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y1Ž . Ž .THEOREM 12. f 0 q j0 and k D do not intersect trans¤ersally, thatM
is,
dim T k D q T fy1 0 q j - N ,Ž . Ž .Ž .R p M p
where N s 2n for the complex case, N s m for the real case, and N s 2n q
m for the mixed case.
Ž w x.Proof. Essentially the same as that for the complex case see 17 .
Q.E.D.
Ž .THEOREM 13. The optimal point of contact is achie¤ed on › kD .
Ž .Proof. The set-valued mapping k ‹ f kD is continuous for the Haus-
dorff metric. Therefore, if there is some contact in the interior, to be
specific,
y1f 0 q j0 l Int k D / B,Ž . Ž .M
then by continuity of the set valued mapping there exists an e ) 0 such
that
y1f 0 q j0 l Int k y e D / B,Ž . Ž .Ž .M
and k could not be optimal. Q.E.D.M
Clearly,
n› kD s D kD = ??? = › kD = ??? = kD , complex caseŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .is1 ^‘ _
ith position
m w x w x› kD s D k y1, q1 = ??? = › k y1, q1 = ???Ž . Ž . Ž .is1 ^ ‘ _
ith position
w x= k y1, q1 , real case,Ž .
and clearly the boundary is embedded in some lower strata of the stratifi-
<cation. We now prove that at optimality there is a critical curve of f Ý
passing through p, where Ý is the unique stratum containing p.
THEOREM 14. Let Ý be the unique stratum containing the optimal contact
point p and suppose dim Ý G 2. ThenR
<J f Ý s 0.p
Proof. Assume by contradiction that
;¤ g T fy1 0 q j0 « ¤ f T Ý.Ž .p p
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It follows that
dim T Ý q T fy1 0 q j0 s dim T Ý q dim T fy1 0 q j0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .R p p R p R p
G 2 q N y 2 s N.Ž .
Ž y1Ž ..It follows that dim T Ý q T f 0 q j0 G N, which contradicts theR p p
nontransversality condition. Q.E.D.
It is easy to illustrate the above theorem with the example of a 3D real
y1Ž . 3uncertainty. Let f 0 q j0 be an algebraic curve in R tangent to the
Ž w x.3face q s k of the cube k y1, q1 . Denote this face by Ý and let p1 M M
y1Ž .be the point of contact. Take ¤ g T f 0 q j0 . This means thatp
› R f › R f › R f
› q › q › q1 2 3
J f ¤ s ¤ s 0.Ž .p › I f › I f › I f 0
› q › q › q1 2 3
Clearly, ¤ is of the form
0
¤¤ s ,2 0¤ 3
and therefore
› R f › R f
› q › q ¤2 3 2 s 0.¤ž /› I f › I f 3 0
› q › q2 3
The above is clearly
¤ 2<J f Ý s 0.p ¤ž /3
< <Therefore p is a critical point of f Ý. Accordingly, a critical curve of f Ý
passes through p.
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7. CONTINUOUS DEFORMATION AND CONTINUITY
Here we show how the critical points and critical values of the Nyquist
map are crucially related to continuity of the crossover points under data
perturbation.
7.1. Complex Case}Weierstrass Preparation Theorem
We begin with the complex case, because it is more easily manageable.
Let z g C n be a vector of uncertain complex parameters and let e be a
complex vector of data perturbation. Under data perturbation the crossover
points are given by
f z , e s 0.Ž .
Ž .We assume without loss of generality that f 0, 0 s 0. The problem is to
understand how the z s 0 solution changes under the perturbation e .
In the case z g C1, the variation of the crossover points under data
perturbation is given by the celebrated Weierstrass Preparation Theorem.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 15 Weierstrass . Assume that holomorphic! deri¤ati¤es of f
are as follows:
› f › ky1 f › k f
s 0, . . . , s 0, / 0.ky1 k› z › z › z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then there exist holomorphic functions r e , r 0 s 0, such that f z, e s 0i i
is locally equi¤alent to
z k q r e z ky1 q ??? qr e s 0.Ž . Ž .ky1 o
w xProof. See Golubitsky and Guillemin 6 . Q.E.D.
In the case k s 1, the crossover point changes holomorphically with e
and the margin is continuous. If, on the other hand, k ) 1, the origin of
the complex plane is a critical value, and the crossover point bifurcates
under variation of e ; it no longer changes holomorphically with e , but it is
still continuous.
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Now, let z g C n. To make use of the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem,
we need the following lemma:
Ž .LEMMA 16. Gi¤en a holomorphic nonconstant function f z, e where
n Ž .z g C and f 0, 0 s 0, there exists a nonsingular change of ¤ariables
Z z1 1
. .. .s A , where A g GL n , CŽ .. . 0 0 zZ nn
F Z, e s f Ay1Z, e ,Ž . Ž .
such that, for some finite k, we ha¤e
› F › ky1F › kF
s 0, . . . , s 0, / 0.ky1 k›Z ›Z ›Z1 1 1
w xProof. See Grauert and Remmert 8 . Q.E.D.
With this lemma, we can apply the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem to
Ž . Ž .the equation F Z, e s 0, where F 0, 0 s 0, from which it follows that
Ž .F Z, e s 0 is equivalent to
Zk q r Z , . . . , Z , e Zky1 q ??? qr Z , . . . , Z , e s 0.Ž . Ž .1 ky1 2 n 1 o 2 n
Ž .Again, if k s 1, Z s yr Z , . . . , Z , e , and the deformation is holomor-1 o 2 n
phic. If k ) 1, the deformation is not holomorphic, but it is still continu-
ous.
7.2. Real Case}Malgrange Preparation Theorem
Let q g R m be a vector of real uncertainties and let e be a vector of
real data perturbation. The equations of the crossover point are given by
R f q , e s 0Ž .
I f q , e s 0,Ž .
where it is assumed, without loss of generality, that
R f 0, 0 s 0Ž .
I f 0, 0 s 0.Ž .
A first difficulty in the real case, contrary to the complex case, is that we
cannot treat f as a single variable.
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Assume first that m s 1. In this case, every point q is critical. If
rank J s f s 1,
to be specific,
› I f
/ 0,
› q
we use the implicit function theorem and obtain
q s g e ,Ž .
where g is a smooth function. The question, therefore, is whether
R f g e , e s 0Ž .Ž .
in a neighborhood of e s 0. Clearly, one can always find a perturbation
that violates the above so that the crossover points are structurally unsta-
Ž .ble at fixed frequency! .
2 ŽNow, assume that q g R this case is meant to include the case of one
.uncertainty and the frequency . Further, if we assume that
rank J s f s 1,
to be specific,
› I f
/ 0,
› q2
we can use the implicit function theorem and replace I f s 0 by
q s g q , e ,Ž .2 1
where g is a smooth function. Therefore the problem is to understand how
the q solution to the equation1
h q , e s R f q , g q , e , e s 0Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
Ž .where h is a smooth function changes under variation of e . The answer is
given by the following:
Ž .THEOREM 17 Malgrange . Let
› h › ky1h › kh
s 0, . . . , s 0, / 0.ky1 k› q › q › q1 1 1
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Ž . Ž .Then there exist smooth functions r e , i s 0, . . . , k y 1, r 0 s 0, such thati i
Ž .the equation h q , e s 0 is locally equi¤alent to1
q k q r e q ky1 q ??? qr e s 0.Ž . Ž .1 ky1 1 o
Observe that in the smooth case, existence of a finite k is not guaran-
teed, even though h is not identically vanishing. If k s 1, it follows that
Ž .q s yr e , so that the crossover point changes smoothly with the data1 o
perturbation e . However, if k ) 1, 0 is a critical value, and around e s 0,
the q solution bifurcates. Contrary to the complex case, the real solution1
might disappear, which can cause lack of continuity of the real m function.
In the case m ) 2, we proceed in the same way. If
rank J s f s 1,
to be specific,
› I f
/ 0,
› q2
we use the implicit function theorem to replace I f s 0 by
q s g q , q , . . . , q , e ,Ž .2 1 3 m
and the crucial issue is the existence of a perturbed solution for
h q , q , . . . , q , e s R f q , g q , q , . . . , q , e , q , . . . , q , e s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .1 3 m 1 1 3 m 3 m
Ž .THEOREM 18 Malgrange . Let
› h › ky1h › kh
s 0, . . . , s 0, / 0.ky1 k› q › q › q1 1 1
Ž .Then there exist smooth functions r q , . . . , q , e such that h s 0 is locallyi 3 m
equi¤alent to
q k q r q , . . . , q , e q ky1 q ??? qr q , . . . , q , e s 0.Ž . Ž .1 ky1 3 m 1 0 3 m
It follows from the above case studies that, as long as rank J s f s 1,
some manipulation would reduce the bifurcation of the crossover to the
bifurcation of the solution to a polynomial equation with its coefficients
smoothly depending on the perturbation parameter. However, the case
rank J s f s 0 is clearly unmanageable via the previously developed ap-
proach, and, furthermore, the need for a more systematic approach is
obvious. This is precisely provided by the generalized Malgrange prepara-
tion theorem.
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We begin with some algebraic machinery. Let C denote the ring ofx
germs of functions defined in a neighborhood of x s 0. Let M be thex
maximal ideal of C consisting of all germs of functions vanishing atx
Ž .x s 0. C and M , for y s f x where f is a smooth mapping such thaty y
Ž .f 0 s 0, are defined similarly. Let A be a finitely generated C -module.x
The issue is whether A is a finitely generated C -module.y
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 19 Malgrange, Generalized . Let y s f x be a smooth map
Ž .germ such that f 0 s 0 and let A be a C -module. Then A is a finitelyx
generated C -module if ArM A is a finite-dimensional ¤ector space.y y
Ž .In our application, x s q, e ; in other words, we work with the ring
C of germs of smooth functions defined in some neighborhood ofq, e
Ž .q, e s 0. Define
I s R f q , e , I f q , e 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .to be the ideal of C generated by R f q, e and I f q, e . The centralq, e
mathematical object in our application is
C rIq , e
A s
C rIž /q , e
Ž .C rI is called a coordinate ring in algebraic geometry. Obviously, Aq, e
can be viewed as a finitely generated module over C . In our application,q, e
Ž .the mapping y s f x is a projection mapping defining those variables
that are independent; for example, possibly after some relabeling,
f q , q , q , . . . , q , e s q , . . . , q , e .Ž . Ž .1 2 3 m 3 m
The issue addressed by the generalized Malgrange theorem}whether A is
finitely generated over C }is whether ;a g A, we haveq , . . . , q , e3 m
a q , e s yÝ g q , q c q , . . . , q , e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 1 2 i 3 m
where the g 's are the finitely many generators of A over C andi q , . . . , q , e3 m
c g C .i q , . . . , q , e3 m
Now, take any germ, say
q k1 ,
lž /q2
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in
Cq , e
.
Cž /q , e
From the above, it follows that
q k R f q , eŽ .1 s yÝ g q , q r q , . . . , q , e q R q , e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 1 2 i 3 ml ž /I f q , ež / Ž .q2
Ž .where R q, e is some matrix of coefficient in C . If we can guaranteeq, e
Ž . Ž . Ž .that R 0, 0 / 0, clearly R f q, e s 0, I f q, e s 0 is locally equivalent
to
q k1 q Ý g q , q r q , . . . , q , e s 0.Ž . Ž .i i 1 2 i 3 mlž /q2
It is now clear that the generalized Malgrange theorem provides a general-
ization of the previous manipulation.
7.3. Mixed Case
Consider a mixed problem,
f z , . . . , z , q , . . . , q ,Ž .v 1 n 1 m
Ž .where z , q are the complex, real resp. perturbation variables and thei i
function f is analytic in all arguments. The crossover problem is tem-v
porarily ``complexified'' as
f z , . . . , z , q q j¤ , . . . , q q j¤ s 0.v 1 n 1 1 m mž /^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
X Xz z1 m
Now, consider a perturbed problem,
f z , zX , e s 0,Ž .v
where e is a vector of mixed realrcomplex perturbation, and the depen-
dency on e is analytic. We have the following theorem:
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ŽTHEOREM 1. Assume that possibly after relabeling the complex ¤ariables
.zi
f z 0 , z 0
X
, e s 0Ž .v
d
f s 0vdz1
...
13Ž .ky1d
f s 0vky1dz1
kd
f / 0.vkdz1
Then f s 0 is equi¤alent tov
k iX0 ky1 0z y z q Ý r z , . . . , z , z , e z y z s 0.Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 is0 i 2 n 1 1
COROLLARY 20. Subject to the condition of the abo¤e theorem, the
Ž 0 0X.crosso¤er points around z , z , for the ``complexified'' problem, are contin-
uously deformed.
Proof. Clearly, when we require zX to be real, the above equation, in
the complex variable z , keeps its solution. Q.E.D.1
The continuity issue in the mixed realrcomplex case is clearly whether
Ž . Ž .we have 13 . If 13 fails, we would have to make use of Lemma 16, which
X Ž .would mix the variables z, z via a GL n, C transformation to produce a
variable Z , relative to which a finite-order derivative is nonvanishing. The1
inverse of this transformation reads
Z1
A A Z11 12 2z s .X .ž /z ž /A A .21 22 . 0
Zmq n
Now, the Weierstrass polynomial could have a complex Z solution, and if1
Z2
.X .I z s I A Z q A / 0,21 1 22 . 0 0Zmq n
this solution is incompatible with a real zX, so that some solution for the
mixed realrcomplex crossover problem ceases to exist, thereby creating a
discontinuity.
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TABLE I
Comparison from Point Set Topological Point of View
Point set topology
Ž .Uncertainty Image of f open domain Boundary behavior Related theoremsv
Real Need not be open Bad Brouwer domain invariance
Complex Always open Good Open mapping
Caratheodory prime endÂ
TABLE II
Comparison from Differential Topological Point of View
Differential topology
Uncertainty No. constraints Type of critical points Related theorems
Ž . w xReal n y 1 Critical curves generically Cerf 3
Complex n Finite set of critical points Cauchy]Riemann
TABLE III
Comparison from Algebraic Geometric Point of View
Algebraic geometry
Uncertainty Robustness margin Neutral stability Related theorems
Real Could be discontinuous Real variety Malgrange preparation theorem
Complex Always continuous Complex variety Weierstrass preparation theorem
8. SUMMARY
APPENDIX: ``REALIZATION'' AND ``COMPLEXIFICATION''
To understand the similarities and discrepancies between modeling an
uncertainty as a real, smooth perturbation and modeling an uncertainty as
a holomorphic, complex perturbation, we resort to ``realization'' and
``complexification.'' Roughly speaking, ``realization'' is the process of
rewriting a complex problem in the underlying real variables, whereas
``complexification'' goes the other way around by tensoring the real space
with the complex field.
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A.1. ``Realization'' of Holomorphic Jacobian
Observe that
› › 1 › ›
s s y j .ž /› z › x q jy 2 › x › yŽ .i i i i i
Therefore, a holomorphic Jacobian can be realized as follows:
› f › f
h ???J s
› z › zž /1 2
1 0 ???
yj 0 ???
› f › f › f › f1
0 1 ??????s
› x › y › x › yž /2 1 1 2 2 0 yj ??? 0. . .. . .. . .
1 0 ???› R f › R f › R f › R f
??? yj 0 ???
› x › y › x › y1 1 1 2 2 0 1 ???1 js .Ž . › I f › I f › I f › I f2 0 yj ?????? 0  0. . .› x › y › x › y . . .1 1 2 2 . . .
Therefore,
1 0 ???
yj 0 ???
1
h v 0 1 ???1 jJ s J ,Ž .
2 0 yj ??? 0. . .. . .. . .
where J v is the underlying real analytic Jacobian.
The Cauchy]Riemann conditions imply that the rows of the ``realized''
Jacobian J v are orthogonal.
The issue of the rank drop of J h versus the rank drop of its ``realized''
version J v can be approached by deriving the relation between
Ž hŽ h.H . Ž vŽ v.T .det J J and det J J .
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From
› R f › R f › R f › R f
???
› x › y › x › y1 1 2 2vJ s
› I f › I f › I f › I f
??? 0
› x › y › x › y1 1 2 2
we obtain
› R f › I f¡ ƒ
› x › x1 1
› R f › I f
› R f › R f › R f › R f
› y › y??? 1 1
› x › y › x › y1 1 2 2Tv v › R f › I fJ J sŽ .
› I f › I f › I f › I f
› x › x??? 0 2 2
› x › y › x › y1 1 2 2 › R f › I f
› y › y2 2
. .¢ §. .. .
2 2 2 2
› R f › R f › R f › R f
q q q q ??? ,s diag ž / ž / ž / ž /› x › y › x › y1 1 2 2 00
2 2 2 2
› I f › I f › I f › I f .q q q q ??? 0ž / ž / ž / ž /› x › y › x › y1 1 2 2
The reason why the above matrix has vanishing off-diagonal terms is that
the rows of J v are orthogonal by the Cauchy]Riemann conditions. From
the above, it follows that
2 2 2 2
› R f › R f › I f › I fTv vdet J J s S q S S q SŽ .Ž . i i i iž / ž / ž / ž /ž / ž /› x › y › x › yi i i i
22 2
› R f › R f
s S q S .i iž / ž /ž /› x › yi i
Ž .The second equality follows from the Cauchy]Riemann conditions.
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Now consider
2
› fHh hJ J s ÝŽ . i › zi
21 › ›
s Ý y j R f q jI fŽ .i ž /2 › x › yi i
21 › R f › I f › I f › R f
s Ý q q j yi ž /4 › x › y › x › yi i i i
2 21 › R f › I f › I f › R f
s Ý q q S yi iž / ž /ž /4 › x › y › x › yi i i i
2 21 › R f › I f › R f › I f
s Ý q q 2i ž / ž /ž /4 › x › y › x › yi i i i
2 21 › I f › R f › I f › R f
q S q y 2i ž / ž / ž / ž /ž /4 › x › y › x › yi i i i
2 2
› R f › R f
s Ý q S .i iž / ž /› x › yi i
Ž .The last equality requires the Cauchy]Riemann conditions. From the
Ž vŽ v.T . hŽ h.Hexpressions for det J J and J J it follows that
2HTv v h hdet J J s det J J .Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /ž /
For a more conceptual proof of this result involving exterior differential
w xforms, see 4 .
A.2. ``Realization'' of a Complex m Problem
Suppose that
f : C n “ Cv
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is a holomorphic mapping. Then, this mapping can be ``realized'' as
F : R2 n “ R2 .v
It is essentially the same mapping, but between the underlying real spaces.
Let the complex uncertainties be z , z , . . . , z , and write them as1 2 n
z s x q jy , z s x q jy , . . . , z s x q jy . The Jacobian of F viewed1 1 1 2 2 2 n n n v
as a real map is
› F 1 › F 1 › F 1 › F 1v v v v
???
› x › y › x › y1 1 2 nvJ s .
2 2 2 2› F › F › F › Fv v v v
??? 0
› x › y › x › y1 1 2 n
The defining constraints of real analytical critical points are
› F 1 › F 2 › F 2 › F 1v v v vy s 0
› x › y › x › y1 1 1 1
1 2 2 1› F › F › F › Fv v v vy s 0 .› x › x › x › x1 2 1 2
???
1 2 2 1› F › F › F › Fv v v vy s 0
› x › y › x › yn n n n
Since this problem has an underlying holomorphic structure, it satisfies the
additional Cauchy]Riemann relations:
› F 1 › F 2v vs
› x › y1 1
› F 2 › F 1v vs y
› x › y1 1
???
› F 1 › F 2v vs
› x › yn n
› F 2 › F 1v vs y .
› x › yn n
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If we combine the real analytic critical point constraints and the
Cauchy]Riemann conditions, we get
2 21 1› F › Fv vq s 0 14Ž .ž / ž /› x › y1 1
2 21 1› F › Fv vq s 0 15Ž .ž / ž /› x › y2 2
???
2 21 1› F › Fv vq s 0. 16Ž .ž / ž /› x › yn n
That is,
› F1 › F 1v vs 0; s 0
› x › y1 1
› F1 › F 1v vs 0; s 0
› x › y2 2
???
› F 1 › F 1v vs 0; s 0.
› x › yn n
The above are clearly the holomorphic critical point constraints.
COROLLARY 21. The real analytical critical set of the ``realized'' problem
intersected with the Cauchy]Riemann conditions yields the holomorphic criti-
cal points.
THEOREM 22. The set of holomorphic critical points coincides with the
Ž .real, analytic singularity set S Thom]Boardman classification of the ``real-0
ized'' problem.
Proof. This is a corollary of the result of Appendix A.1,
2HTv v h hdet J J s det J J .Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /ž /
Indeed, cancellation of the right-hand side for, say, z s x q jy, means that
z is a holomorphic singularity. This is equivalent to cancellation of the
v Ž .left-hand side, viz., J s 0, which means that at x, y the rank of theŽ x, y .
Ž .Jacobian drops to 0; i.e., x, y is an S point. Q.E.D.0
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A.3. ``Complexification'' of Real m Problem
Consider a real, analytic problem, viz.,
al l ? ? ? l1 2 m‘ l l l1 2 mf q s Ý Ý q q ??? q .Ž .v ls0 l q ? ? ? ql sl 1 2 m1 m bž /l l ? ? ? l1 2 m
We ``complexify'' the problem
f z s Ý‘ Ý c c ??? c z l1 ??? z lm ,Ž .v ls0 l q ? ? ? ql sl l l l 1 m1 m 1 2 m
where z s q q j¤ and c s a q jb .i i i l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l1 m 1 m 1 m
The following is easily proved:
THEOREM 23. If qU is a real, analytic singularity of type S , then qU q j01
is not a holomorphic singularity of the ``complexified'' problem. On the other
hand, if qU is a real, analytic singularity of type S , then qU q j0 is a0
holomorphic singularity of the ``complexified'' problem.
THEOREM 24. If qU q j0 is a real holomorphic singularity of the ``com-
plexified'' problem, qU is areal, analytic singularity of type S of the original0
real analytic problem.
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